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GAME DESCRIPTION

Enter the turmoil of the deep savannah and trample all in your way with the herd of Raging Rhinos, who find 

their way to the riches of the desolate land without a care for other beasts of the realm! Try your fortune with 

exciting, multi-stage Gamble that lets you enter a powerful Bonus Round with up to 30 Free Spins! Use the 

power of the Wild symbol to win big wins and count on the Raging Reels to expand, giving more Win Ways as 

well as a chance for a mighty multiplier, up to x500 for the spin! During Bonus Round every 10 spins raise the 

size of the machine to unlock even higher winning potential.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type

Default Bet Size

Default Coin Value Range

Default Bet Range

Win Ways

Video Slot

1 .00€

NO COINS

1€ - 40€

235298 ways

SUPPORTED CURRENCIES

AMD, ARS, AUD, BGN, BRL, CAD, CHF, CLP, CNY, CZK, DKK, EUR, GBP, GEL, HKD, HRK, HUF, IDR, ILS, INR, 

ISK, JPY, KRW, KZT, MXN, MYR, NOK, NZD, PEN, PLN, RON, RUB, SEK, SGD, THB, TRY, TWD, UAH, USD, 

VND, ZAR
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GAME FEATURES

POPWINS™ 

 

Winning symbols ’Pop’ and 2 new symbols appear 

in their place. Each reel can reach a maximum of 

up to the 6 symbols in the base game and 9 in 

Free Spins

PopWins™  ends when there are no more wins in 

the panel. PopWins™  are played with the same 

bet as the base game.
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KEY SELLING POINTS

Golden Rhino – Rhino is a Super High symbol which starts winning from 2 of a kind

Raging Reels –reels can randomly grow by 1 or 2 symbols high as well as grant a multiplier up to X500 

  .  

Multi-Stage Gamble – the players can gamble multiple times for ever increasing rewards up to 30 Free Spins

Ante Bet – Enabling the Ante Bet costs 25% more of the current Bet Value, it doubles the chances of triggering 

the Bonus Game

Progressive Reel Growth – Every 10 spins during Bonus Round all reels will expand by 1 symbol height size
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TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC

PopWins™ fans and high variance games fans

Players looking for a higher volatility game with potential for big wins

Fans of classic Safari games
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GAME FEATURES

RAGING REELS 

Every time a player spin the reels there is a chance 

to trigger the Raging Reel feature. This activates the 

Rhinos charge through the screen, raising various 

possible Multipliers to be added for the duration of 

the next spin round, as well as expands all reels by 

one or two symbols heights. This feature works both 

in Base Game and during Bonus Round. Maximum 

multiplier is a raging X500!
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GAME FEATURES

GOLDEN RHINO 

Rhino is a Super High symbol which pays out when 

forming a winning combination from only 2 of a 

kind.

ANTE BET

Enabling the Ante Bet costs 25% more of the 

current Bet Value (e.g. 1 Euro bet turns into 1,25 

Euro Bet). In consequence, it doubles the base to 

bonus hitrate.
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MULTI-STAGE GAMBLE 

A spin on our classic Gamble Wheel, this time 

allows the player to gamble multiple times for the 

increasing rewards in form of Free Spins, with up to 

30 Free Spins to be won! In addition, on any stage 

but the first, if a player lose the gamble instead of 

losing all gained Free Spins they will still enter the 

Bonus Rounds with smaller number of spins. With 

MAX Bonus Buy player can enter maxed out Free 

Spins from the get go!

GAME FEATURES
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GAME FEATURES

PROGRESSIVE REEL GROWTH 

Every 10 spins during Bonus Round all reels will 

expand by 1 symbol height size!

WILD SYMBOL 

Wild Symbols substitute for any other symbols on 

reels except Bonus Symbols.
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GAME RULES

ABOUT

RagingPop is a win-all-ways game with up to 235298 ways to win. It features the exciting PopWins™ mechanic 

during the Free Spins.

PLAYING

Press the spin button to play the game.

Select your bet size on the Bet Level interface.

Press the Autoplay icon to open the autoplay settings (if applicable).

The game panel will display your current bet size, current win, and current balance.

HOW TO CALCULATE WINS WITH “WIN ALL WAYS”

To calculate your total WIN ALL WAYS win, add all your symbol wins together
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To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of subsequent reels that contain the symbol, starting from 

the left or the right.

If the number of subsequent reels containing the symbol is three or greater counting from the left, find the 

corresponding win amount in the paytable, otherwise, if the symbol was not present on three subsequent reels 

counting from the left, count from the right.

If the number of subsequent reels containing the symbol is three or greater counting from the right, find the 

corresponding win amount in the paytable.

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the winning symbols, the win will be multiplied. Multiply 

the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the final multiplier. For example, if the first reel contains 

2 symbols, the second reel 3 symbols, and the third reel 2 symbols, the paytable value is multiplied in the 

following manner: 2*3*2=12 (total multiplier).
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GAME RULES

5 of a kind wins only pay from one side.

During gameplay, different way wins are added together.

PopWins™ feature

Winning symbols ‘Pop’ and 2 new symbols appear in their place.

Each reel can reach a maximum of up to the 6 symbols in the base game and 7 in Free Spins.

PopWins™ ends when there are no more wins in the panel.

PopWins™ are played with the same bet as the base game.

 

Base Game

On every spin the game machine can randomly grow to 5, 6 or 7 symbols tall. All reels grow at the same time. 

In addition, a random multiplier is applied to a win combination that is formed after the reel expansion sequence. 

It multiplies the total win of that round. Values for random multiplier are 2X, 3X, 5X, 100X, and 500X.
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GAME RULES

Getting into Free Spins

 Landing 3, 4, 5 or 6 Scatter symbols during Base Game trigger the Free Spins Mode.

 You can also buy the Free Spins Mode for 100 bets by pressing the “Buy Bonus” button.

 You can also buy the maxed-out Free Spins Mode for 500 bets by pressing the “Buy Bonus MAX” button.

Free Spins

Free Spin reels start at 4 symbols tall and can increase up to 7 symbols tall.The progress of unlocking the reels in 

Free Spins does not fully reset between each spin. It is only reset down to the shortest reel height.

Playing Free Spins

After 10 Spins all consecutive Spins start with 6x5 machine.

After 20 Spins all consecutive Spins start with 6x6 machine.
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GAME RULES

 Unlocking all reels during Free Spins adds x2 Multiplier to every win in the ongoing round.

Return to Player

The return to the player is 96.038%.

Randomization

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certified random number generator.
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PAYOUT

Default Maximum Win

Hit Frequency into FS

x20,000 

1/310

96.038% 20.41% 274

Return to Player Hit Frequency Variance
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PAYTABLEPAYTABLE
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PAYTABLE
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PAYTABLE
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GAME PANEL
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GAME PANEL

Multiplier Counter The counter for current total multiplier. Active only during Free Spins and after the Raging 

Reels feature in base game. 

Ways Counter  Counter displaying the current number of winning ways depending on the reels heights. 

Win Displays the win for the current or last win payout step. 

Balance  Displays the player’s account balance. 

 

Options  Burger icon button that takes the player to game options panel. 

Buy Bonus  Pressing this button allows the player to purchase access to the Unlimited Free Spins as well as 

gamble the free spins for a chance at improved starting ways and multiplier. 

 

Cash Bet Displays the current bet. Clicking on it allows to change the bet size. 

Spin Button  Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the Stop Button. 

Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.  

Autoplay  Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time. Choose the number of 

rounds to auto play by pressing the Autoplay button.

Ante Bet Enabling the Ante Bet (costs 25% more of the current Bet) doubles the base to bonus hit rate.
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OPTIONS PANEL

The options icon expands and collapsesthe options tray.

Exit Button The counter for current total multiplier. Active only during 

Free Spins and after the Raging Reels feature in base game. 

 

Volume ON/OFF Press this switch to mute or unmute the game. 

 

Fast Play Press this switch to enable or disable the game fast play option. 

Game Info Press this button to enter the game  

Paytable and description of features.  

 

Game Rules Press this button to enter the game rules.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If a player’s game is interrupted during play, they may replay the game round after restarting the game within 1 hour 

after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will be added to the player’s account. If 

the player chooses to skip the replay, the win will be added to the player’s balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay functionality is not sufficient, please contact the gaming website’s support team.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are rendered void 

and all affected bets refunded.

This is game rules version 1.0, dated 11/03/2022
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Safari

Opera

Internet Explorer

Firefox

Google Chrome

537 (6.1)

26

11

33

32

DESKTOP BROWSERS AND MINIMUM VERSION REQUIRED




